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JMU unoccupied: Despite low participation,
organizers of Occupy JMU have big plans
By SEAN BYRNE
The Breeze

>> Students’ takes on the
Occupy movements, page A5

The most students have seen of the
Occupy JMU movement is a four-student march Thursday evening from
the commons to Court Square to join
the Occupy Harrisonburg movement.
The Occupy movement started as
Occupy Wall Street in Manhattan on
Sept. , when thousands of protestors
remained camped out in Zuccotti Park to protest the alleged greed
and corruption of Wall Street bankers. Protestors say they weren’t held
accountable by the government for
their role in the recent recession.
The JMU students met Thursday
with other Occupy Harrisonburg
protestors in -degree weather for
a nightly meeting. The meeting consisted
of writing an agenda and ideas
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on cardboard rescued from a recycling
Senior Ryan McLeod (left), senior Zak Robinson and sophomore Jullian Kline “march” to bin and completing business with the
use of hand gestures and consensus
an Occupy Harrisonburg meeting at Court Square on Thursday evening.

vote.
Zak Robinson, a senior biology
major, said Occupy JMU’s main goal
right now is to recruit more people and
educate them about the movement’s
ideas.
“What I see Occupy JMU doing is
mainly supporting the overall movement, the global Occupy movement,”
Robinson said. “I think that we can
strengthen awareness and gain support and make everyone realize they
are part of the  percent.”
Occupy protestors characterize
Wall Street bankers and investors as
among the “ percent,” and the rest of
the nation as “the  percent,” those
ignored by the government.
Although some members have idealistic goals of informing the rest of
JMU’s campus of what’s going on and

what needs to happen, right now, the
group is getting off the ground rather
slowly.
Amanda Wilson, a senior art and
religion and philosophy double major,
was one of the creators of the Occupy
JMU Facebook page.
“My personal opinion is that occupation of something should take place
a little later,” Wilson said on the Facebook page on Oct. . “Right now my
focus is on spreading the word about
the movement and injustice that spurs
it.”
But meetings haven’t been all that
successful in scrounging up participants. Only  “like” the movement’s
Facebook page, and new members
must ask to join.
“The Assembly Meeting downtown
tonight was a little smaller than on Monday,” Robinson said. “And I would say
there was even less of a JMU presence.”
see PROTEST, page A4

>> JMU students
test strength and
stamina in nine-mile
TOUGH MUDDER
obstacle course
over the weekend,
page A7
ROBERT BOAG / THE BREEZE

Dining after dark

Are dining portions
really smaller?

D-Hall to extend its hours and menu on Wednesday nights starting this week
D-Hall changes

By ALICIA HESSE
The Breeze

 D-Hall will be open on Wednesdays

Waffle bars, omelets, tater tots, biscuits and gravy, breakfast burritos and
fruit will all be on the midnight menu
for the newly created Madison Evenings at D-Hall.
Starting this week, D-Hall will be
open on Wednesdays from  p.m. until
 a.m.
The all-you-can-eat meal is $. Students can pay with Dining Dollars,
Dining Dollars GOLD, FLEX, cash or
credit card.
“ You’ll have pe ople out the
door,” said Laura Sieb, a senior media
arts and design major.
Dining Services looked at the feedback students gave in surveys last year.
Students requested more late-night
dine-in options, according to Angela
Ritchie, marketing manager of Dining
Services.
D-Hall was selected by Dining Services for the expanded hours because
of its popularity and proximity to the
majority of on-campus student housing, according to Ritchie.
“I think it’ll boost D-Hall’s reputation because most people seem to like
E-Hall more,” said freshman Lindsay
Mann.
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from 11 p.m. until 2 a.m.

 The late-night meal will cost $6.
 Students can pay with Dining

Dollars, Dining Dollars GOLD,
FLEX, cash or credit card.

Mann is a fan of the breakfast food
options and would consider going to
Madison Evenings since she lives on
the Quad.
As a commuter, Sieb said she isn’t
likely to drive back to campus for a
study break, but would consider going
to socialize or if she was already on
campus.
Carrier Library’s proximity to D-Hall
gives options to late-night library
visitors.
“People can go from Carrier to get a
quick bite to eat and get a break from
studying,” said Varion Haylock, a junior
health sciences major.
Dining Services hopes that Madison
Evenings will provide an opportunity
for students to socialize, have fun or
study, Ritchie said.
Wednesday was chosen with the
idea that a large number of students
would be on campus and be more
available in the middle of the week,
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NEWS
JMU in LA

Students get a taste of
Hollywood in an eightweek summer program.

Ritchie said.
But not all students like the latenight event being in the middle of the
week.
“Even Thursday would be a better
option,” said Asa Nienstadt, a junior
biology major.
Dining Services said it wants to hear
students’ opinions on the program.
“We listen to our students, welcoming comments and soliciting
suggestions,” Ritchie said.
Late-night D-Hall joins Dog Pound
as a late-night option on the west side
of campus. Dog Pound is open from
 p.m. until  a.m. Tuesdays through
Thursdays and from  p.m. until  a.m.
on Friday and Saturday. There are no
late night offerings on the east side of
campus.
Madison Evenings are on Wednesdays through the rest of the semester,
with the exclusion of Thanksgiving
Break and finals week.
Dining Services will look at student feedback on future surveys to
decide if they should have late-night
meal options more frequently, at
more locations and if they will continue it next semester, Ritchie said.

OPINION
More of the same

President Barack Obama’s
jobs plan won’t help
his re-election goals.

“I haven’t noticed smaller portions. If they are smaller, that’s
fine with me, so I’ll eat healthier.”
– Jessie McCoy, senior
English major
“In the beginning of the year,
the portions for the mac and
cheese were much smaller than
what they used to give us last

year [at PC Dukes].”
– Derek Sands, junior
political science major
“I live off campus this year so
I don’t eat [on campus] a lot. The
only thing I’ve noticed is smaller
portions at Dukes.”
– Deven DeCristofaro,
sophomore computer
information systems
major
“Less cheese goes on the pizza
than last year. Little changes like
that have been made.”
– Anonymous D-Hall
employee, who said
portions have changed to
save money and reduce
waste.
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CONTACT Alicia Hesse at
hesseam@dukes.jmu.edu.
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“Serving sizes are consistent
with what we have used in the
past and have not changed. Of
course, we always want to limit
waste on campus, so we do
encourage student to take what
they can eat.”
– Stephanie Hoshower,
director of Dining
Services

Students have complained about smaller food portions this semester.
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LIFE
Poetic play

Studio theatre production
splits the lead role
into three parts.

A11

SPORTS
Rugby continues success

Madison Rugby Club
beat Longwood this
Saturday. MRC has won
the last two Virginia
State Championships.
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IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY:
Take time today to map out what you
really want for this coming year for career
and finances, love and relationships, home
and family, and travel and education.
Include personal and spiritual growth in the
plan. This chart sets it in motion.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Take time for rest
and reflection.
Peace restores your energies. Let
go of power struggles. They’re
not worth the energy.

TAURUS
(April 20-May 20)
You’re entering
a time of great
activity. Take good care of your
health, and get the rest. Avoid
romantic risks and sharp turns.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
You may be torn
between wanting
to be public and private. Be
adaptable to the circumstances
to find balance.

GEMINI
(May 21-June 20)
Romance and love
are important and
available now. Play nicely. Don’t
get carried away by emotions.
Use them to feed your art.

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
You’re in the
spotlight, and
previous preparation serves
you well now. There could be a
change in plans, though.

CANCER
(June 21-July 22)
There’s no place
like home. Create
a peaceful ambiance with tea,
soothing music and candlelight.
No need for risks or travel today.

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Take time to ponder
deep questions.
Take an outing that stimulates
philosophical discovery. It
doesn’t need to be distant.

LEO
(July 23-Aug. 22)
You’re getting
smarter, and all
this study and practice helps.
Take good notes for best results.
There’s no need for gambling.

PISCES
(Feb. 19-March 20)
Financial planning
opens a new road.
Patience helps reveal the best
direction. Listen to one who
disagrees, and see it their way.

VIRGO
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
You may want to
play, but now’s as
good time as ever to make some
money. You can accomplish what
you apply yourself to.

ARIES
(March 21-April 19)
Find strength in
partnership if the
day threatens to stress you out.
Go along with a decisive person
who agrees with you. Together
you can weather any storm.

LIBRA
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Errors are likely to
occur when you’re
trying to make everything
happen at once. Slow down to get
there faster. The moon in your
sign today empowers you.

What do you
want to see on
Page 2?

This week on Breeze video...
check out Harrisonburg’s roller derby team,

the Rocktown Rollers!

Email breezecopy@gmail.com and let us know.
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MISSION
The Breeze, the student-run newspaper
of James Madison University, serves
student, faculty and staff readership by
reporting news involving the campus and
local community. The Breeze strives to
be impartial and fair in its reporting and
firmly believes in First Amendment rights.

Today

French Prime
Minister to
back global
growth plan at
G-20 summit
The Yomiuri Shimbun

PARIS — French Prime Minister Francois Fillon will support
an action plan aimed at strong,
sustainable and balanced global growth at the Group of 20
summit meeting to be held in
Cannes, France, next month.
The G-20 meeting “must present solutions to restore [market]
confidence and maintain

Veterans say
the VA fails to
give former
warriors
preference in
contracting
McClatchy Newspapers

WASHINGTON — Rodney
Marshall just wanted to sell a
few electric griddles to Veterans Affairs hospitals.
Instead, the 40-year-old
former Marine ended up in a
battle with the Department of
Veterans Affairs over whether they’re following a law
designed to help companies
owned by service-disabled
veterans.
“It sickens me that the place
that vets go to get help won’t
even buy from us,” Marshall
said. “They weren’t even considering us.”
Marshall, who returned
from the Persian Gulf War

growth,” the prime minister said
in a written response to questions prepared by The Yomiuri
Shimbun, prior to his arrival in
Japan on Saturday.
France will chair the G-20
summit meeting, scheduled for
Nov. 3 and 4.
Fillon also singled out the
following topics that need to be
addressed at the meeting:
—Regulations in the financial market.
—Strengthening the foundation of the international
monetary system.
—Improving
social
infrastructure of developing countries in Africa and
elsewhere.
With regard to the ongoing sovereign debt crisis in the
eurozone, Fillon expressed

appreciation for Japan’s decision to extend financial
assistance to the European
Financial Stability Fund.
“Japan has demonstrated
its confidence in the eurozone
through both its statements and
concrete actions,” he said.
But he stressed the need for
European countries to be more
self-reliant.
“First and foremost, it’s
essential for Europeans to take
the necessary measures,” Fillon said.
The prime minister also
stressed the importance of crisis-plagued European countries
to make a “qualitative leap” to
strengthen the euro’s governing system and restore its
credibility.
In connection with the crisis

at the Fukushima No. 1 nuclear power plant, Fillon said all
countries with nuclear power
plants must adhere to the highest safety standards.
This could be accomplished,
he said, by ensuring the independence of nuclear safety
authorities in all countries and
having inspections of nuclear
power facilities carried out by
third parties.
“What matters, as we have
always said, is for all countries
to take a responsible approach,”
he said.
He also called for the creation of an international force
that could be mobilized rapidly in response to a nuclear
accident.
Asked why France had set
up a cooperation bureau in

Pyongyang earlier this month,
Fillon cited cultural and
humanitarian reasons.
“This office will allow us a
permanent presence in North
Korea to carry out two tasks:
humanitarian and cultural,” he
said. “The opening of the office
does not change our position
[toward] North Korea, and we
will continue to send strong
messages [to Pyongyang].”
Asked what message he
had for victims of the March
disaster, the prime minister
said: “Following such a terrible disaster, you’re not alone
at this difficult time. We share
your sadness and pledge our
friendship.”
On Saturday, Fillon visited
the disaster-hit Ishinomaki,
Miyagi Prefecture.

with injuries to his knees, hips
and back—as well as post-traumatic stress disorder—runs
a commercial kitchen supply
business in Portage, Mich.,
with his wife.
Frustrated by not being able
to seek a pair of VA supply
contracts because the bidding
was restricted, Marshall filed
a protest against the department with the United States
Government Accountability
Office. He claimed that the
VA failed to follow a 2006 law
— known as “Veterans First”
—requiring it to set aside work
for qualifying service-disabled,
veteran-owned firms.
After an investigation, the
GAO agreed. The VA now has
two months to respond to the
GAO’s recent findings.
The dispute comes as President Barack Obama on Friday
announced plans to formally
end the 8-year-old war in Iraq.
He plans to bring most of the
50,000 remaining troops home
by the end of the year and
pledged that economic opportunities would be available to
them.
But there could be another

battle ahead for Marshall and
other veterans like him who’ve
long complained of the VA’s
purchasing practices.
An internal VA memo
dated Oct. 17 and obtained by
McClatchy Newspapers states
that, because the GAO is part
of the legislative branch, the
VA was not bound by its decision. It said the issue would
likely be decided by the courts.
“The GAO recommendation does not change how VA
will acquire goods and services
in support of its mission,” the
memo stated.
Marshall said the VA was
“smacking the law in the face.
That’s how a lot of us in the
veterans’ business community
are taking it, that the decision
means nothing.”
Prior to the memo’s release,
VA spokesman Josh Taylor
had said in a statement: “VA
takes its contracts with small
business very seriously and
will continue to strongly support eligible veteran-owned
small businesses who seek to
do business with the federal
government.”
But the VA also noted that it

awards more contracts to service-disabled, veteran-owned
businesses than other federal
agencies. They received $3.1
billion in VA contracts in fiscal 2010 of the more than $15
billion worth of business the
agency does.
Ma r s h a l l’s c o m p a n y ,
Aldevra, has one kitchen supply contract with the VA, apart
from the others he has been
unable to win.
But by prevailing in his protest, the former Marine lance
corporal has shed light on VA’s
contracting practices that veterans and supporters contend
has denied many other former
troops turned business owners
the opportunity to compete.
“It’s been an ongoing
battle,” said Frank Clay, a service-disabled veteran and VA
contractor from Olathe, Kan.
“Out of all the federal agencies,
[the VA] should rule in favor of
the set-aside and try to make
the process better.”
Clay, whose Clay Group
company distributes medical
and janitorial products, said
he doesn’t understand why the
agency isn’t embracing “the

spirit” of the 2006 law.
“The irony is, this is the
Department of Veterans
Affairs,” Clay said.
Indeed, the GAO’s decision on Marshall’s protest
underscores the continuing
frustration that a lot of veterans
and their supporters sometimes have with VA policies.
They said that for all of the
VA’s worthwhile efforts, they
were puzzled that an agency
whose ostensible purpose is to
champion the concerns of veterans seems to occasionally go
out of its way to thwart them.
The GAO’s findings, however, are more than just one
small-businessman’s victory
over a massive government
bureaucracy, supporters said.
“It’s a significant decision because it will open up
additional opportunities to
veterans and service-disabled
veterans who wouldn’t have
had access to those same
opportunities,” said Pamela
Mazza, a Washington attorney
whose firm represents smalland mid-sized government
contractors, including many
owned by veterans.
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in brief
HARRISONBURG

Steam lines tested
during plant renovations

Lantz Construction Company is testing
the steam lines near the Bluestone
area’s steam plant as part of the final
stages of construction. People passing
by may see repeated venting, according
to university spokesman Don Egle.
The renovation started in August 2010
and will be completed sometime next
month, according to Egle. It costs JMU
$7.7 million.

Local man found
guilty of groping

25-year old Harrisonburg resident
Emot Rodriguez, also known as
Franklin Josue Alfaro Varela, was
convicted by the Rockingham County
Circuit Court on Thursday, according
to online circuit court records. He
was convicted on two felony counts
of aggravated sexual battery and one
felony count of abduction. Prosecutors
dropped his charge of felony abduction
by force. Two boys, ages 10 and 11, told
Harrisonburg police officer R.C. Life
that Rodriguez groped them, according
to the Daily News-Record. Rodriguez
is to appear in court Dec. 27 to be
formally sentenced.
NATIOnAL	

Rutgers student
to go to trial

Last Thursday, former Rutgers
University student Dharun Ravi made
the decision to go to trial instead of
taking a plea deal. Ravi was accused of
causing his roomate Tyler Clementi’s
suicide by spying on him via webcam.
Ravi has racked up 15 criminal counts,
including invasion of privacy and
bias intimidation. according to the
Huffington Post. The trial date has been
set for Feb. 21.

Taxi drivers
don’t use
surcharge
By Georgina buckley
The Breeze

On May 24, the Harrisonburg City
Council passed a measure allowing all
cab drivers in the city to add an optional $0.75 fuel surcharge per person in the
cab as long as gas prices stayed above $3.
Although the surcharge exists, some
cab drivers don’t even use it.
Russell Presnell, owner of Checkered
Cabs, made the initial proposal for the
increase.
“It was mainly done because of gas
being really high,” Presnell said. “Everything was pointing to it hitting $4.”
When the fuel surcharge was proposed
before the council, it was stated that if
gas dropped below $3 a gallon, then the
fuel surcharge would disappear.
“Our intention was never to raise fares,
it was to offset the upward spiral in gas
prices,” Presnell said.
“I don’t think most cab companies are
using the rate increase,” Presnell said.
Clo Rodeffer, the office manager
for Yellow Cabs, said the same for her
company.
“It’s up to the drivers themselves if
they even want to use it,” Rodeffer said.
Luap, a driver for Royale Cabs in Harrisonburg, loves his job. But he wasn’t so
happy when gas prices went above $3 per
gallon.
Luap declined to give his last name.
He just likes to be known as Luap.
“We just had to take the hit when the
gas went up because we’re independent
contractors,” Luap said.
The base fare for riding in a cab is
$2.75. For all cab companies, the current system charges passengers $4.25 for
the first mile, and each additional mile
costs $1.80.
In all the cab meters, there’s an initial fare, and then it charges per mile. A
button located on the meter adds extra
charges such as the 50-cent charge for
every extra passenger after two, and the
75-cent fuel surcharge.
For Luap, it’s not an option. He doesn’t
even have the surcharge button on his
meter.
“It’s really sweet and simple because
Royale never instituted that surcharge,”
Luap said. “I prefer it that way.”
Presnell said he hadn’t heard of any
customers noticing the fuel surcharge.
“I don’t have a recollection of anyone
complaining,” Presnell said.
Senior Jessica Alderman, a marketing
major, said she hasn’t noticed cab fares
go up.
“I guess I don’t really pay attention to the
fare at the end of the night,” Alderman said.
Contact Georgina Buckley
at breezenews@gmail.com
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Eight-week summer program gives 20 students the chance to make it big in Hollywood
By Anne Elsea
The Breeze

Steve Anderson, director of the
School of Media Arts and Design,
has high hopes for the “JMU in
Los Angeles” program, in which
twenty JMU students spent the
summer in LA.
“I eventually would like to make
‘JMU in LA’ a 15-week semester program, with the university
establishing its own residence hall
in Los Angeles,” Anderson said.
The students spent eight weeks
in Los Angeles, June 5 through
July 24, during the first “JMU in
Los Angeles” program. The program consisted of 6 credit courses
and two hours worth of internship
credit. Thomas O’Connor, a media
arts and design professor, organized the program, which is open
to all majors.
Out of 50 rising juniors and
seniors who applied for the
inaugural program, O’Connor
handpicked 20 students with a
variety of interests, from scriptwriting and television production
to graphic design and marketing.
“It has a lot to do with what
the students want to do in their
career,” O’Connor said. “It’s a hard
city to work in, so I’m looking for
people who are willing to work
hard there. In the interviews I see
their personality and see who is
genuinely interested in the field.”
Students lived in apartments

near Warner Brothers, Universal
Studios and National Broadcasting Company.
Katy Zeisler, a senior media arts
and design major, went on the trip
and got two internships working
for Paramount.
“I spent a lot of time looking at
scripts, welcoming guests, cleaning the kitchen and even writing
coverage on scripts, which means
I write a summary and whether I
liked the script or not and send it
to the producer,” Zeisler said.
Going to a big city like LA was
an adjustment for Zeisler and the
other 20 students, but she said she
enjoyed the big city experience.
“I liked the nightlife,” Zeisler
said. “There is always something
to do.”
Getting practical experience
in their future career choices is
the main goal of the program and
internships provided the hands’on experience and knowledge
about the field that school classes
can’t.
“I don’t think I was very qualified to read scripts and give
opinions on them,” Zeisler said. “I
became more confident in myself
and made some great connections
I can use when I get out to LA.”
For some students, however,
like senior Molly Greenhood, a
SMAD major, the transition from
Harrisonburg to Los Angeles was
overwhelming.
“I actually don’t want to go

back; it didn’t really click with
me, especially the miserable traffic,” Greenhood said. “It’s a lot
of smoke and mirrors, nothing
seemed real enough. Everyone
and everything seemed the same.”
While in LA, students took
SMAD 398: An overview of the
entertainment industry and
SMAD 305: The Creative Producer. O’Connor taught 398 and Seth
Kingsley, senior producer at E!
Entertainment and ’98 graduate,
taught 305.
O’Connor’s class focused on
the business aspects of feature
films and the struggle between
being artistic and profitable in
the industry. Professionals from
the industry also spoke to the class
about their experience and how
they first got started in LA.
The creative producer class
focuses on different topics each
week, including entertainment
production, reality TV production, how a show is made, sketch
comedy, budgeting and legalities.
Other guest speakers included
writer and producer Zak Penn
(“The Incredible Hulk,” “Alphas,”
“X-Men,” “The Last Action Hero”)
and his wife, producer Michele
Weiss (“Time Traveler’s Wife”), LA
entertainment attorney Lisa Callif,
and screenwriter Geoff LaTulippe
(“Going the Distance”).
L a Tu l i p p e g a v e a d v i c e
to students who want to be
screenwriters.

“Ninety percent of the struggle
is moving out to LA, everything
else is like osmosis,” LaTulippe
said. “You meet people and make
connections.”
Senior SMAD major Ben
Lebeau did his internship at Disruptive Entertainment, a part of
Paramount Pictures.
“I spent all of my time reading scripts and meeting people
in the company,” Lebeau said.
“It really helped me understand what makes a good
scr ipt and what doesn’t.”
Kingsley, a former student of
O’Connor’s, said he wanted to give
back to JMU somehow.
“I felt disconnected from JMU
being out here,” Kingsley said.
“I wanted to figure out a way to
help the university bridge the gap
between the academic and professional world.”
Kingsley tried to teach his class
how to break out in the industry
where most don’t succeed.
“You can learn a great deal at
school, but when you’re going
to school in Harrisonburg,
Va., graduating and moving
to New York or Los Angeles
can be petrifying,” Kingsley
said. “I wanted students to get
their feet in the door and get
experience in a studio lot.”
Contact Anne Elsea at
elseaav@dukes.jmu.edu.

Alumna fights illegal labor practices
By Joshua hahn
contributing writer

Visiting a factory in Mexico, JMU
alumna Laura Wittman, ’89 accounting, looked over the rows of adult
workers and saw child laborers trying to escape out the back door of
the factory.
For Wittman, who spoke to students on Wednesday, child labor is
just one of the many challenges she
faces.
Bob Kolodinsky, director of the
Gilliam Center for Ethical Business
Leadership, organized the event.
Kolodinsky and Wittman used Skype
to video chat with the audience.
Wittman is the vice president of
Corporate Compliance and Human
Rights for the multi-billion dollar
firm Jones Apparel Group, Inc.
Most of the company’s production takes place in Asia, but part of
Wittman’s job is to travel all over the
world to monitor factory production
and labor standards.

Wednesday’s discussion ranged
from child labor in Uzbekistan and
poor working conditions in Chinese
factories to employee pat-downs and
rape in various African countries.
Wittman discussed a series of
suicides in which employees, tired
of working at Foxconn, jumped off
buildings.
Foxconn manufactures technology for Apple and is one of the
world’s largest technology companies, according to Wittman.
“Now, Foxconn has a department
of social workers and a hotline so
they have an avenue to talk to people,” Wittman said.
She said she’s seen employees
work more than 100 hours a week
without being paid properly.
“The workers have no power and
essentially, no pay,” Wittman said.
“As a company, we want to do the
right thing and make sure these people are getting paid properly.”
People who emigrate from countries like Sri Lanka pay up to $2,000
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to work in factories in foreign countries like China to get higher wages.
The employers take their travel
documents so they can’t leave the
country and are forced into what
is essentially slavery, according to
Wittman.
“These people are entitled to a
safe and fair work place,” Wittman
said.
Kolodinsky organized the speaker

broadcast as part of the Gilliam Center’s effort to educate JMU students
about business ethics.
“The Gilliam Center has fostered
emphasis through faculty grants,
an ethics essay competition and an
increase in outside speakers with
powerful ethics-related messages,”
see Alumna, page A4

JMuse draws crowd for nuclear talk
By Rebecca Crossan
contributing writer

Sara Williams, assistant director
of public services at Carrier Library
and JMuse Café logistics coordinator, told her colleagues to be happy if
20 students attended the first JMuse
discussion and to be thrilled if 35
attended.
Williams wasn’t prepared for about
75 students to crowd in the flex space
of East Campus Library on Wednesday night for JMuse Café, an event
involving professors and students discussing the safety of nuclear power.
The topic, “After Fukushima, What
About Nuclear Power?,” was sparked
by the full meltdown of three nuclear reactors at the Fukushima Dalichi
nuclear power plant following a
9.0-magnitude earthquake and tsunami in March.

Steve Whisnant, head of the
physics department, discussed the
scientific background and implications of nuclear power.
“Nuclear reactors have such promise because we have a way to produce
this energy very efficiently,” Whisnant
said, “but they are also very scary
because you have the radiation left
around.”
Kevin Borg, a history professor,
argued that nuclear power is an
inherently political technology.
“The fact that nuclear power evens
exists … either as bombs or to generate electricity requires a huge state
project,” Borg said.
Faculty discussion leaders picked
a subtopic, and students divided into
groups based on what they would like
to discuss. Subtopics included future
implications of nuclear power and
the environmental effects of nuclear
power.

Paula Kiser, a reference assistant at
Carrier, presented her group’s views
on nuclear power. She believes a
decision made on nuclear power
should be decisive and final.
“People need to make a decision
and stop complaining about it,” Kiser
said.
The purpose of the event was to
give people different viewpoints and
to raise intelligent questions on the
subject.
“Answers start with good questions and a good view,” Williams said.
“That’s what we provided.”
Amanda Martensen, a junior
anthropology major, said she had
some general knowledge about
nuclear power before the event, but
she learned a lot from JMuse Café.
“I really enjoyed the discussions
and hearing everyone’s different
viewpoints,” Martensen said.
Williams has plans to change

some aspects of JMuse in the longterm. She would like to have student
interns working for the program and
for locals to become involved in these
discussions. She also wants to bring
in guest scholars.
“If we talk to people who are living these things every day it will
help us understand the entire
spectrum,”Williams said.
She’s impressed with what she saw
at the first event.
“It makes you feel really good
about where you work that the students are of this caliber,” Williams
said.
The next JMuse Café event is held
Nov. 11, and the tentative topic is
“Public Funding for Pure Science
and the Arts: How Much is Enough?”
Contact Rebecca Crossan
at crosarr@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Alumna | Levi’s
first to sell ‘ethically
made’ apparel in ’80s
from page A3

Kolondinsky said.
Emily Watt, a senior accounting major, attended the session
for her Management 375 class.
Watt said her perspective
on the clothes she buys has
changed.
“I am going to try to look
into where clothes come
from,” Watt said. “It’s hard to
find whether or not something
like the cotton in a shirt is ethically obtained.”
Watt said she’d be willing to
spend extra money for ethically made clothing.
Levi’s Jeans was one of the
first companies to prevent

the poor working conditions
of sweatshops by banning
child labor in its factories and
instead paying children the
same wages to attend school,
Wittman said. Jones Apparel
enforces a similar policy.
Wittman admitted that
sometimes the job’s seriousness weighs on her.
“These are issues I thought
I’d never have to face going
into public accounting,” Wittman said. “But it has been
interesting because it’s exciting to be in the forefront
of this entire movement.”
Contact Joshua Hahn at
hahnja@dukes.jmu.edu.
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protest | Organizers want professors to
hold workshops about the Occupy movement
from front

Nathan Alvarado-Castle, a
senior sociology and philosophy double major, said the
Occupy movement in Harrisonburg and JMU intends
take make democracy independent of government.
“Building a democratic dialogue that is facilitated and
created by the ‘people’ will
transform the culture of politics in the U.S. from a state of
complexity and alienation to a
democracy whose representatives represent the alienation
to a democracy whose representatives represent the ideals
of the people,” Alvarado-Castle said.
Wilson said the movement’s goal isn’t to solve all of
the United States’ problems.
“We formed this group
because we want to stand in
solidarity,” Wilson said. “We
want to educate JMU about
the issues and challenges facing us and create a dialogue
between people to think of
real, long-lasting solutions to
these problems.”
Robinson, who takes an
active part in both Occupy
JMU and Harrisonburg, said

they hope to reach out to the
campus and start contact
soon.
“I think education is the
key,” Robinson said. “I think
the next step is to get a workshop going and work with
professors of all disciplines
to do workshops to explain
why this movement started,
what the demands are, how
our economy works and how
the financial institution is
designed, and how our government and big business
work in synchronization.”
Some of the political organizations on campus are wary
of the movement.
“I think we as a club all
agree that there is a problem
with the economy,” said Alex
Berry, the JMU Democrats
president. “But our group isn’t
100 percent behind the movement because it doesn’t seem
to be organized. We don’t
know exactly what they want
to accomplish.”
The College Republicans
are much firmer in their
opposition.
“The James Madison University College Republicans
cannot comprehend the Wall
Street protesters because we

turner pavilion, south liberty street
www.harrisonburgfarmersmarket.com

farm fresh foods and
select local craft

Regular Market Hours:

April to Thanksgiving
Tuesdays & Saturdays, 7 a.m. to 1 p.m.

feel that they have no clear
agenda,” said JMU Republicans spokeswoman Amanda
Miller. “We disagree with the
way that they are trying to
bring about change to our
nation and society as whole.”

“This a movement of
all people, it’s not a
liberal movement
and it’s not about
red or blue. If we
are going to have a
functional democracy,
we need to realize
that Americans are
Americans, and we
need to work together
to restore the
democratic system.”
Zak Robinson

senior biology major

The JMU Republicans find
the Occupy Wall Street movement unsettling, according to

Miller.
“Incidents such as rape,
public sex, lack of hygiene
and the general disrespect
for the areas they are occupying and the public officials
attempting to control the situation, show the negative mob
mentality of these protestors,”
Miller said of the Occupy Wall
Street protests.
But for the occupiers, political affiliation is irrelevant.
“This is a movement of all
people, it’s not a liberal movement and it’s not about red
or blue,” Robinson said. “If
we are going to have a functional democracy, we need
to realize that Americans are
Americans, and we need to
work together to restore the
democratic system.”
O c c u py Ha r r i s o n bu rg
meets every day at 6 p.m. at
Court Square in downtown
Harrisonburg.
Wilson is planning a meeting of Occupy JMU for 5 p.m.
Wednesday, but no location was set as of press time.
Contact Sean Byrne at
byrnesr@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Women are from JMU
(men are too)

A column exploring the male and female
perspectives on issues JMU students face
This week: Walking home alone
RACHEL DOZIER
A friend of mine
told a story about a
time when she was
walking home late.
This athletic girl had
recently torn her
ACL and was now
confined to a brace,
forcing her to walk
at a slower pace than
usual.
She was less than
two blocks away from her house
when she noticed a group of
guys behind her making catcalls
and trying to get her attention.
She ignored them and tried to
walk as quickly as possible. “Yo!
B****,” she heard them say.

There are plenty of
differences between
men and women, but
one that isn’t often
explored involves the
cold sweats I break
into when it’s dark and
I’m outside and alone.
She knew things were bad at
this point — it was six on one,
and there was no way for her to
run. She pulled out her phone
and called her roommate, who
immediately sent her boyfriend
running down the street to meet
her. Once he got there, she
turned around and the antagonists were gone.
Though we can joke about
that story now, the truth of the
matter is that she was incredibly lucky. There are plenty
of differences between men
and women, but one that isn’t
often explored involves the cold
sweats I break into when it’s
dark and I’m outside and alone.
Most guys can walk down
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the street at night
without a care in
the world. No, this
doesn’t necessarily
mean they’re safe,
but I don’t know
many guys who have
 dialed on their
phones on their way
home, fingers poised
above the “call”
button.
In the dark, every person
wearing a hood is a threat, and a
loud group of people could just
be having a good time or planning to attack you.
This may sound overly dramatic and paranoid, but it’s
how I’ve been raised to react
in these situations, thanks to
movies, the news and horrible
stories I’ve heard. Securing a
safe ride home is too often the
last thing people think of when
heading out on a Friday night,
but I’d stay out two hours later
if it meant I didn’t have to go
home by myself.
It’s like the part in horror movies when everyone is screaming
at the screen for the girl not to
leave by herself. I never want to
be THAT girl. THAT girl knows
the sound of a chainsaw all too
well, thinks log cabins in deserted woods are homey and is
typically killed in her underwear
(one of my greatest fears).
In all seriousness, it may
not be fair that I have more to
fear than a guy, but the stigma
is there for a reason. I’m not
afraid of Freddy Krueger jumping out of a bush and asking me
for a manicure. I’m afraid of my
photo ending up on the front
page rather than in the Opinion section.
Rachel Dozier is a senior
media arts & design
major. Contact Rachel at
breezepress@gmail.com.

MATT SUTHERLAND
It will happen to
you. It doesn’t matter if you’re at a party,
missed the bus, ready
to leave downtown or
that romantic rendezvous didn’t go so well.
You will, at some
point in your college
career, have to cross
Port Republic Road
or South High Street,
trekking some portions of Harrisonburg no underclassmen dare
tread alone.
Maybe a few friends want
to keep dancing and drinking,
and you’re just too exhausted to keep party rockin’ in the
house tonight. Maybe it’s just
too damn cold outside, which is
common in the winter months
(oh, the cruel variability of a
Shenandoah Valley winter).
In any case, it’s probably a
most viable option to carry cash
and call a cab. You can at least
have an interesting conversation with one of Harrisonburg’s
most illustrious cab drivers.
Unfortunately, you didn’t
think about this and have somehow convinced yourself that
walking home is not only more
cost-effective, but also “green.”
Now, I’m for sustainability as
much as the next faux-hippie,
but past a few blocks, this decision is as sensible as wearing
Uggs with a skirt.
Yes, this can be a task requiring a lot of attention in a city
like Harrisonburg, a place that
can sometimes combine the
pleasantries of a pretty mountain town with the politeness of
a correctional facility. However,
as a former “townie,” let me just
say that not all of us are creepy.
In fact, most of us aren’t thinking about crashing your party or
— heaven forbid — attacking you
on your way home. We have better things to do, like eating soup
or sleeping.
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This is why it’s
very annoying to
me to hear many,
but certainly not all,
students verbally
abuse and lambaste
the citizens of this
city, which graciously hosts our great
university.
But this doesn’t
mean despicable
acts of violence and thuggery
don’t occur, nor does it mean it
should go unnoticed.

Although the vast
majority of Harrisonburg
is friendly and
courteous, this doesn’t
mean everybody is.
Which is why I play the devil’s advocate: Although the
vast majority of Harrisonburg
is friendly and courteous, this
doesn’t mean everybody is.
Sure, a few police hand out
citations to students for having a few too many. But keep
in mind that at the same time,
someone about two blocks
away was probably getting shot
in front of their own home. Just
take a look at the timely notices in your inbox this semester.
Make no mistake that Harrisonburg isn’t necessarily the safest
place on Earth.
This is why I offer many of my
friends a ride home when they
have no other means of transportation. I would way rather waste
a gallon of gas on a friend’s safety
than receive that call at  a.m. that
sends my heart into shock.
Matt Sutherland is a
senior media arts & design
major. Contact Matt at
breezecopy@gmail.com.
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DANIEL WILSON | guest columnist

Obama’s new stimulus no different from old
In an act of desperation,
President Barack Obama is
attempting to sell Congress and
Americans people on his jobs
proposal.
The current unemployment
rate is . percent. No postwar
president has ever won re-election with an unemployment
rate above . percent. The
United States is in the worst
economic recovery since the
s and is more than likely
back in another recession.
The biggest problem with
Obama’s new jobs proposal is
that it recycles the same type
of big government spending.
It includes programs and tax
gimmicks that have completely failed him in the past. The
original $ billion stimulus
package that passed in early
 did nothing to reduce
unemployment.
The new jobs proposal is very
similar, including spending on
infrastructure, unemployment
compensation and temporary
reductions in the payroll tax.
The national debt has skyrocketed over the last few
years, increasing by $ trillion under Obama according

DARTS

to the Department of Treasury. The national debt is now
an astounding  percent of
our national income. The U.S.
government borrowing and
spending more money on
infrastructure is equivalent to
a bankrupt homeowner taking out a second mortgage to
remodel an old kitchen.

The biggest problem
with Obama’s new
jobs proposal is
that it recycles the
same type of big
government spending.
Extending unemployment
compensation is destined to
exacerbate the problem.
Anything you subsidize you
get more of, so when the government pays people not to
work, leisure rises and work
declines.
One of the main reasons
why long-term unemployment
is at an all-time high is because
jobless benefits have extended

PATS

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not
necessarily reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

A “thanks-for-noticing”
pat to a fellow I- southbound traveler who
understands how long those
drives can be.
From the Pennsylvania
Duke who is glad you
found her dancing in the
car entertaining instead of
weird.

A “so-thankful-for-thekindness-of-strangers”
pat to the guys who
overheard someone trying
to break into our apartment,
left a party to make sure we
were OK, and sat on him
until the cops arrived.
From a girl who wishes
she knew your names.

beyond their usual  weeks to
as much as  weeks. The call for
more unemployment compensation will add debt, not jobs.
Lowering the payroll tax for
one more year may increase
consumption in the short term
but it comes at the expense of
permanent higher taxes on the
economy in the future. In order
to help pay for the bill, the Bush
tax cuts on income, dividends
and capital gains are set to
expire for individuals making
more than $, in .
Higher taxes on work, savings and investments will lower
long-term output and employment. In general, taxes tend to
stifle entrepreneurial activity;
entrepreneurs are less willing to risk capital for a rate of
return that is arbitrarily lowered, reducing the incentive to
invest and innovate.
The best way to approach
an economic downturn is by
reducing the burden of government rather than dramatically
increasing it. Supply-side economics implemented by Ronald
Reagan during the -
recession proved very effective
as a pro-growth policy. When

the  tax cuts fully came into
effect in , the economy took
off with very robust growth.
GDP growth averaged . percent for the first six quarters
after the recession ended. The
unemployment rate declined
substantially, allowing Reagan
to win in a landslide in .
Federal government spending as a share of the economy
was lower in  than .
Pages in the federal register
were reduced by more than
, during the Reagan era.
The private sector added 
million new jobs from  to
. Equity markets tripled in
the s after losing  percent
of their inflation-adjusted value
from  to .
Fewer regulations on businesses, reduced marginal tax
rates on entrepreneurs and
restraints on monetary growth
and spending provided a real
stimulus to the economy that
lasted for decades. Obama
should learn from Reaganomics.
Daniel Wilson is a
senior economics
major. Contact Daniel at
wilsoncd@dukes.jmu.edu.

A “please-don’t-stopthe-music-music-music”
dart to the wannabe
electricians who shut our
breaker off Friday night.
From a buzz-killed Duke
who was trying to clean
up after a herd of Caribou
Lou came through his
apartment.

A “did-your-mannersleave-with-yourparents?” dart to the guy
in D-Hall who ran into one
of the sweet employees and
didn’t even apologize.
From a senior who knows
that’s not how we roll at
JMU and wishes you would
get with the program.

A “way-to-go”pat to the
Black Cat on The Quad for
having the best Halloween
costume every year.
From all the JMU
students who know they
could never compete.

A “thank-you-forbrightening-up-mymornings” pat to the
Skyline trash collector.
From a girl who enjoys
your smile and tip of the hat
every time she sees you.

Differing opinions of ‘Occupy’
Protests lack serious focus and objectives

Local events can help overall movement

BRENDAN ENGLISH | guest columnist

EDD NAWABI | guest columnist

On Sept. , a mass of
humanity streamed into Lower
Manhattan, an occurrence that
would’ve been considered typical were it not for the fact that
they have yet to leave.
The “Occupy Wall Street”
movement has galvanized the
media, while spinoff groups
have emerged throughout the
country, even forming locally with Occupy Harrisonburg
and Occupy JMU. But despite
the mass turnout, the fervor of
participants and media attention, the OWS movements may
be occupying nothing more
than our time.
In fact, the use of the word
“movement” itself is generous.
OWS would more accurately be
described as a series of spasms.
While symptoms of the recent
financial collapse and growing economic inequality have
risen in America, OWS lacks
the direction and coordination
required to accomplish real
change.
Gauging the effectiveness of
this mass “movement” would
be an impossible task in itself as
there are no clear goals, there’s
no clear message, and there
appears to be no group leadership. There is a difference
between protesting and persistent loitering, and at present,
the demeanor of this amorphous occupation appears to
be more of the latter.
But to doubt the efficacy of
“Occupy” is not to disregard
the validity of the anger and
passion felt by those involved.
Today, the top  percent of
Americans are on the receiving end of approximately 
percent of the nation’s income
(and that’s excluding capital gains), and have seen their
incomes rise by about  percent over the past decade
(according to a  PikketySaez study).

Out of  countries, the
Central Intelligence Agency World Factbook ranks the
United States of America th
in terms of income equality.
That leaves us with an
income distribution less
equal than Bangladesh, India,
Kazakhstan and Pakistan,
and puts us in the company
of nations such as Cameroon,
Iran, Mozambique and Uganda.

I have no more desire
to stand on Wall Street
or the commons and
shout, “I am the 99
percent!” than I do to
walk outside my dorm
and yell, “I am angry!”
When it comes to unequal
income distribution, the U.S. is
not only a third-world country,
it’s worse than many thirdworld countries.
I don’t dismiss the activists. I have trouble seeing how
these people can expect to
change anything without first
explaining what they want to
change. I have no more desire
to stand on Wall Street or the
commons and shout, “I am the
 percent!” than I do to walk
outside my dorm and yell, “I
am angry!” This just simply
isn’t effective.
When OWS settles on an
objective, which I hope it does,
then it may actually become a
movement worth joining. Until
it matures, however, I will merely watch from the sidelines.
Brendan English is a
sophomore political science
and economics double
major. Contact Brendan at
englisbj@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Depending upon your
source of news coverage on
Occupy Wall Street, you could
see a bunch of hippies getting beaten or a collection of
well-minded people coming
together to fight for what they
believe in.
People aren’t sure what
to believe anymore, and it
seems as though the popular
news outlets have an agenda
of their own (especially with
a presidential election on the
horizon).
But these people have a good
reason to be there.
They have been grabbing
headlines and causing a stir
among all the news networks
by camping out in major cities
across the world and voicing
their issues with the current
state of the world.
And now the movement
has come to JMU and Harrisonburg. In reality, there’s no
difference between Occupy
Harrisonburg and Occupy JMU.
The creators of the groups have
been working closely together
to keep things in order and
advocate the same principles.
These localized OWS protests
encourage democracy and create a place for people to voice
opinions on local and national
scales.
As many communities
across America like ours continue to have problems, it
seems as though Harrisonburg was able to somewhat
thrive despite the falling market, according to the Bureau of
Labor Statistics. Harrisonburg
has been able to stay about 
percent below the national
unemployment rate.
At first glance, this doesn’t
seem like a huge number, but
considering there aren’t a lot of
corporations in Harrisonburg
compared to other parts of Virginia, it’s a pretty outstanding

statistic.
So, maybe it’s something
the rest of the nation can learn
from — the fact that this community has been able to keep
it together despite the possible
turmoil it did face. While JMU
graduates are part of the Harrisonburg community, when
they move to other places like
Northern Virginia, they aren’t
guaranteed the same security.
For instance, a father of a
recent JMU graduate said his
son graduated with a master’s
degree, but couldn’t find a job
relevant to his training in the
D.C. area. So he now works at
Walmart. Walmart employees
are great people, but most college graduates with a master’s
degree don’t hope for a job
there.
Statistic after statistic shows
the rich getting richer, the poor
getting poorer. Government
spending is out of control, and
government officials continue
to spend thousands of dollars
per second, increasing our debt
when there’s no money coming
into the government.
There is a lot of blame to
spread around, and we can
talk about whose fault it is, but
it wouldn’t really make a difference now. The truth is that
the world is going through a
hard economic downturn and
instead of letting it fix itself
like it did in the past, people
seem to finally be voicing their
opinions.
The people of OWS need to
take to the streets to voice their
opinions, but they really need
to head to the voting polls for
their opinions to count.
Edd Nawabi is a sophomore
writing, rhetoric and
technical communication
and philosophy and religion
double major. Contact Edd
at nawabiem@dukes.jmu.
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Meat is a cut above veganism Republican drama in Vegas
Green livestock industry is possible without giving up meat
As I read last Thursday’s
news article, “Vegan activist talks about living without
meat, rescuing animals
from farms,” I couldn’t help
but think of Ron Swanson, a
character from the NBC show
“Parks and Recreation.”
The man is obsessed with
meat. Describing his dinner, he once said, “I call
this the turf ’n’ turf. It’s a 16
oz. T-bone and 24 oz. porterhouse. Also, whisky and
a cigar. I am going to consume all of this at the same
time because I am a free
American.”
He would be disgusted by veganism, a strict
form of vegetarianism that
excludes all meat and animal products.
That means no grilled
cheese on Thursdays, no
buffalo mash and no chocolate chip Campus Cookies.
Gene Baur, the man interv i e w e d f o r t h e a r t i c l e,
became a vegan when he
was 23 because he realized
that, while he claimed to
love animals, he was still eating them.
Now, we may not all be
as intense as Ron Swanson
when it comes to our steak
dinners, but meat deserves a
little respect. After all, when
the pilgrims and American
Indians ate together on the
first Thanksgiving, they celebrated with turkey and deer
meat, not steamed broccoli.
Baur mostly argued that the
meat industry is causing more
trouble than it’s worth: “The
livestock industry actually
contributes more to climate
change than the transportation industry.” It’s true that
processing meat burns fossil fuels and raising cattle on

a certain diet releases methane into the atmosphere, but
that’s a problem with the process, not the product.
I agree with Baur in one
respect: The livestock industry does need to change.
Like many other industries,
it needs to find a way to “go
green,” and we should be
focusing more on creating
a way to make the processes safer for the environment
than trying to kill the industry
altogether.

What would a Fourth
of July barbecue be
without hamburgers
and hot dogs?
Are we expected
to celebrate our
independence with
a garden salad?
Besides, plant-eating has
its environmental consequences, too. Many farms still
use pesticides to protect their
fruits and vegetables, which
can leak into water supplies
and harm humans and animals alike. If we gave up meat
and ate vegetables on a massive scale, it would require
vast amounts of water, possibly causing shortages and
drought.
And, as far as methane
goes, we could eliminate it
by decreasing the cattle population, but the human body’s
inability to process the carbohydrates in vegetables causes
vegans and vegetarians to
be much gassier than meat
eaters.
So, not only would we be

Can you draw?
Think you’re funny?
Prove it.

miserably eating salads every
day, but we’d also be suffering
that rather embarrassing consequence as well.
Then, there’s the moral
argument in the article: One
of Farm Sanctuary’s current campaigns “is to stop
the use of injured animals
… in human food.” There are
multiple organizations dedicated to making sure humane
practices occur when killing
animals.
For example, the American
Humane Association offers
certificates to any farms that
practice humane processing
techniques.
It’s realistic to believe we
can make the meat industry more environmentally
friendly and humane. What’s
unrealistic is to believe that
one day, we will stop eating animals altogether. Meat
is engrained in American
society.
What would a Fourth of July
barbecue be without hamburgers and hot dogs? Are
we expected to celebrate our
independence with a garden
salad?
In defense of the free Americans like Ron Swanson who
just want to eat their steaks in
peace, veganism isn’t a necessary evil.
It’s possible to decrease
the environmental and moral
consequences of meat-processing while still enjoying
a bowl of buffalo mash from
Southern Bistro.
Jessica Williams
is a sophomore
English and writing,
rhetoric and technical
communication double
major. Contact Jessica at
willi2jn@dukes.jmu.edu.

Send a cartoon to
breezeopinion@gmail.com.

Candidates should focus on their strengths, not others’ weaknesses
Tuesday nights in Las Vegas
are officially fight nights,
according to CNN political
reporter Peter Hamby. What
should’ve been an intense
debate about the issues Americans face soon transformed
into a fight to the death — a
story still being covered by
major news outlets.
The seven Republican
presidential candidates officially “took off the gloves,”
as Hamby put it, and butted
heads over hot button issues
such as illegal immigration,
health care reform and taxes
at the presidential debate in
Las Vegas.
But the winners of this
match would have to be
Herman Cain, the former
Godfather’s Pizza executive,
former Massachusetts Gov.
Mitt Romney and Texas Gov.
Rick Perry, as they appeared
to have survived the onslaught
of verbal accusations.
Romney and Perry’s rivalry
definitely showed itself in full
force in last week’s debate as
the two GOP front-runners
engaged in some intense
“verbal jousting,” while playing the “name-blame game”
until the final moments of the
night. When the Perry criticized his opponent for hiring
illegal immigrants for landscaping his lawn, he wouldn’t
even allow Romney to defend
himself.
A frustrated Romney
replied, “You have a problem
with allowing someone to
finish speaking, and I suggest
that if you want to become
president of the United States,
you have got to let both people
speak. So first, let me speak.”
He continued saying that
the Texas governor failed to
secure his state’s border and
questioned Perry’s support for
a piece of legislation that gave
in-state tuition to children of
illegal immigrants for college.
Critics argue this was Perry’s most aggressive debate
performance yet. Perhaps
Perry thought he ought to
step it up a notch, since his
standing among GOP voters
appeared to decline, due to
his performances in previous
debates.

His harsh critiques of
Romney, however, prove it’s
probably wise to stick to the
issues, rather than attacking
the candidate, as an overwhelmingly Romney-friendly
audience in Las Vegas practically booed Perry when
he turned up the heat. But
it’s argued that all of the
candidates in last week’s
debate showed evidence of
some long-overdue pent-up
frustration.

After the debate,
I realized how
unprofessional and
uncivilized the whole
thing turned out to be.
Romney and Cain clashed
over Cain’s “9-9-9” tax plan,
but Romney proved the victor of that fight. He definitely
won the argument over the
issue of state tax increases
and criticized Cain’s obscure
“apples and oranges” analogy.
Indeed, Cain’s performance
was rather weak, and most
of his opponents attacked his
tax plan.
Support for his tax plan will
probably decline after Tuesday night’s debate, means bad
things to come for Cain and his
campaign.
Now, let’s put the candidates’ personal vendettas
aside for a moment. What
occurred to me as I was watching the debate Tuesday night
was that no candidate stood
out to me.
Why? Because the constant
outbursts of verbal accusations and personal insults
completely masked the actual
debate.
It masked the issues. It
masked the individual candidates themselves.
After the debate, I realized how unprofessional and
uncivilized the whole thing
turned out to be.
For example, Romney was
called a liar at least three
times throughout the debate,
in addition to the other
outbursts.

If the GOP candidates keep
up constant verbal accusations, rude interruptions,
name-calling and personal
assaults instead of focusing
on the issues plaguing most
Americans today, then they’re
going to invoke the ageold principle of divide and
conquer.
They will be responsible
for dividing the GOP voters, dividing the party vote,
and indirectly supporting the
Obama campaign.
While it’s important for
candidates to be upfront and
clear about their stance on
this issues — and I encourage them to be as bold as ever
— it’s entirely unnecessary
to personally attack another
candidate.
David Gergen, a political
analyst for CNN, recalls the
11th Commandment for the
GOP: Thou shalt not speak ill
of another Republican.
It looks like these candidates
will be seeking repentance
sooner rather than later,
according to Tuesday night’s
debate.
When Ronald Reagan ran
in 1980, he and George H.W.
Bush fought hard over all of
the issues, but they rarely
made it personal.
Perhaps someone should
tell the presidential candidates
to take a chill pill. If the Republicans wants to nominate a
serious candidate — one who
can actually declare a victory
against President Obama —
then they better get their acts
together first.
There are some extremely
strong candidates running for
president in this party, and
they should focus on their
strengths as the year progresses instead of showing their
weaknesses, which became
more apparent in last week’s
debate.
As Gergen said, “In retrospect, party leaders might
wish they could have invoked
the Las Vegas rule: What happens in Vegas stays in Vegas.”
Rachel Gribling is a
senior political science
major. Contact Rachel at
griblirl@dukes.jmu.edu.
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‘closest thing to hell’

Robert Boag / the breeze

A Tough Mudder participant runs through “Fire Walker,” an obstacle which featured blazing kerosine-soaked straw and four-foot flames. It was one of 27 obstacles featured in the nine-mile course.

Students join 17,000 athletes to take on fire, barbed wire and mud in weekend Tough Mudder event
By Robert Boag
The Breeze

There are only three things that
will make a grown man cry: death,
a broken heart and Tough Mudder.
Just an hour over the mountains
from Harrisonburg,17,000 people
from around the region arrived at
Wintergreen Resort to compete in
Tough Mudder.
First held in Allentown, Pa., in
2010, Tough Mudder is not a race,
but a challenge. With no time limit
and an emphasis on teamwork, the
goal is simply to finish the grueling
nine-mile, 27-obstacle course.
“It was probably the closest thing
to hell you could get to,” said Kyle
Schwizer, a junior geographic science major who completed the
event Saturday.
Participants started the event by
running up one of Wintergreen’s
ski slopes and jumping into a vat of
freezing water in an obstacle labeled
“Chernobyl Jacuzzi.”
“For the Chernobyl Jacuzzi you
literally had to fully submerse your
body under this freezing cold water,

Robert Boag / the breeze

In an obstacle called “Electroshock Therapy,” the last obstacle in the course,
participants dived through wires randomly electrified at up to 10,000 volts.

and it just crushed your lungs the
minute you jumped in,” said Henry
Bronez, a junior management
major. “After that point I really had
no idea what I had gotten myself
into.”
Not long after the hypothermiainducing bath, participants had to
tackle the “Death March,” a milelong vertical climb up another one
of Wintergreen’s steepest ski slopes.
“The Death March was by far the

worst,” Schwizer said. “It felt like the
mountain just kept going and going.
People were dropping like flies on
the way up.”
As the participants wound their
way to the finish line, they had to
fight through obstacles like “Fire
Walker,” which featured four-foot
high flames and billowing smoke
through which participants had to
run. This was followed by “Electroshock Therapy,” a gauntlet of

randomly electrified, 10,000-volt
wires, right before the finish line.
“I would say the Fire Walker was
one of the most difficult events
because the smoke was so bad
you could barely breathe,” said
Pierce Hodgins, a 2008 JMU graduate and sponsored triathlete. “You
had a hard time seeing your way
through.”
But for many, after running nine
miles, climbing more than 1,250 vertical feet and completing 26 other
obstacles, a little electricity wasn’t
going to stop them from finishing
the race.
“Electroshock Therapy scared me
the most when I was looking at the
event, but once you got to that point
I was just convinced that I could do
it,” said Katie Schwizer, who graduated in 2010 with a master’s degree
in education. “You just have that
drive to finish the race.”
Many members of the JMU community came out to see what they
were made of.
“It was really cool because the
majority of our team was JMU students and alumni and all along the

way, we were getting cheered on by
other JMU people,” Katie Schwizer
said. “It was really awesome to see
all the Dukes out there competing.”
It was this focus on teamwork
that really caught the interest of
many participants.
“It has a really cool vibe to it
because it is a team challenge
instead of a race, which changes the
whole dynamic of it,” Bronez said. “I
mean everyone there, regardless if it
was some random person you were
on an obstacle with or someone on
your team, was there to help everyone finish the race.”
While Wintergreen’s ski slopes
have only been temporarily stained
with the blood and sweat of the
Tough Mudder competitors, the
pride the event gave its participants
will live on much longer.
“I felt pretty bada-- completing
the race,” Katie Schwizer said. “We
were already talking about doing it
again next year.”
contact Robert Boag at
boagrd@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Alicia Hesse

Healthier you

‘Lovin’ it?’
Customers should
know where their
food comes from
Lifted up by one leg, a cow
dangled in the air. I watched
him go from four legs and fur
to two
halves
of meat
and
bone.
I saw
every
incision
and
slice
that
went into making the heap of
innards just a few feet from my
rain boots.
So this is where
cheeseburgers come from.
Last Wednesday I went to
T&E Meats (256 Charles St.)
as an optional field trip to
earn some extra credit for my
biology class.
I haven’t eaten meat since.
I’ve seen the documentary
“Food Inc.” I recently went to
Polyface Farm. I even ate sushi
before listening to Gene Baur
promote a vegan lifestyle last
Monday. I was deeply moved
each time, but this was the
first time the meat-packing
industry struck my upchuck
reflex.
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Author encourages Africana expression
By Samantha
Thompson
contributing writer

For Daryl Cumber Dance,
folk traditions are an important part of finding ourselves
and reconnecting with our
past.
As part of the Visiting
Scholars program and the
Africana Studies Interdisciplinary Conference, Dance,
an English professor from
University of Richmond, told
audience members to “Meet
Ourselves Coming Back”
and stressed the importance
of preserving our heritage
through folklore.
She has published six
acclaimed anthologies of
traditions and writings of
numerous cultures including
African-American women’s
humor, African-American
folklore, and contemporary
Jamaican folklore.
In the Festival Ballroom
on Friday evening, Dance
identified the benefits and
challenges of preserving a
black heritage in literature,
song, spirituals, blues and
oral forms amidst adversity
and criticism.

The criticisms have made
it difficult for members of the
black community to embrace
their culture.
“Blacks have, for various
reasons, openly rejected their
culture,” Dance said.
She explained that African-American folklore and
its dialect-rich traditional literature has historically been
rejected by a society of mostly white academic critics who
compared it against their own
traditional styles.
Facing rejection, black
artists often had feelings
of shame or fears of being
judged and didn’t want their
work trivialized as “comic,
exotic, stereotypical,” by these
often dismissive white critics,
Dance said.
“The Africana individual
has often been reluctant to
share his songs, tales and language,” Dance continued.
She said that in the past
these critics also often portrayed blacks as “brutal
beasts, numbskulls and
charming exotics,” which
made black artists even more
reluctant to preserve their
experiences and culture.
“You have to find yourself

and grapple with your identity amidst everything,” said
Stephanie Mireku, a senior
international affairs major.

“In the words of
the old black
preacher, I’ve got
the word in me, and
I can preach it.”
Daryl Cumber
Dance

English professor at
University of Richmond

While Dance commented
on challenges that deterred
folk culture preservation in
the past, she encouraged her
audience to look ahead and
embrace dialect and folklore.
She said there’s an effort
amongst advocates of Africana culture preservation to
“erase misconceptions and
start anew” by re-examining
folk history and heritage.
“It is important to recognize how we have denied our
cultural heritage because we
were ashamed, but we are
now embracing it, and that’s

the whole point of this conference,” said Joanne Gabbin,
executive director of the Furious Flower Poetry Center and
English professor. “She raised
the point that black people
have an aesthetic that is valuable and beautiful.”
Dance described dialect in
Africana culture as “the forging of a language that went
beyond memory, a dialect
that had its own name for
things, its own inflection.”
She urged the importance
of telling stories regardless of
criticism.
“In the words of the old
black preacher,” Dance said,
“I’ve got the word in me, and
I can preach it.”
S h e n o t e d t h e o v e rlooked vital role of plain-folk
language and the oral tradition as a means of cultural
preservation.
“The literate are educated
to despise the oral tradition
of the people and respect only
the written,” she said.
This dismissal, she
explained, keeps us from fully
celebrating heritage.
Dance’s commentary on
vernacular and the need
to embrace folk tradition

sparked thoughts about preservation of experiences as
part of our heritage.
“Regardless of our backgrounds, everyone has stories
that we need to tap into and
embrace, and [Dance] made
that very apparent,”said Kalela Williams, English professor
and assistant director of Furious Flower.
The address was a part of
the Africana Studies Conference and co-sponsored by
the Furious Flower Poetry
Center. Dance was also one
of the featured academics of
the Visiting Scholars Program,
which has brought a number
of scholars to campus this fall.
The Visiting S cholars
Program will welcome its
next speaker, Charles Hopkins, adviser to United
Nations University Chair
at York University Toronto, on Wednesday at 5:30
p.m. The presentation will
be in the Montpelier Room
of East Campus Dining Hall
on the topic of education for
sustainable development.
Contact Samantha
Thompson at hompssm@
dukes.jmu.edu.

‘A Girl Named Vincent’ gets poetic

I saw every incision
and slice that went
into making the
heap of innards
just a few feet from
my rain boots.
Desensitized by the many
horror films I’ve seen, I figured
there’s nothing my cinematic
experiences couldn’t prepare
me for. Upon arrival, scenes
of “Saw” kept flashing in
my head, and all the hooks
would’ve been a dream come
true for Buffalo Bill from
“Silence of the Lambs.”
But it wasn’t a set, and I
wasn’t distanced by a screen.
It was real, and it smelt like a
combination of manure and a
deli, except more dead.
I don’t plan on tattooing
“vegan” on my arm or trying
to boycott the industry; it’s just
left me with a lot of inquiries.
It has become an argument
between the steak-craver in
me versus the more recent me,
who is currently repulsed by
the fact that the medium rare
filet mignons I loved so much
aren’t just juicy — they’re
bloody.
Animal cruelty in the
meat-packing industry has
been public knowledge since
Upton Sinclair stunned the
public more than a century
ago. America has progressed
with litigation improving
conditions for animals on
death row. But how much
is the power of the meatpacking industry influencing
government decisions? Are
they just taking baby steps to
shut up the angry, picketing
herbivores?
Hey, vegetarian, you know
there could be animal fat in
some of your cosmetics, right?
And those of you who don’t
eat meat because animals
have emotions just like
people, what about fish?
And carnivores, have
you ever seen those Sarah
McLachlan commercials with
the glassy-eyed puppy dogs
who need you to call right now
with your credit card in hand
because they deserve a better
life?
What I saw at T&E Meats
is considered humane
compared to the brand-name
factories. There was a science
to the assembly-line process
of taking the cow apart, and
the workers were skilled. But
is there ever a way to kindly
take a life?
There’s something really
morbid in suggesting “a
happy medium.” It could be
the most practical way, but
who’s to decide just how much
suffering is appropriate?
I’ve always loved animals,
and I’ve always eaten meat.
But, I’d rally for omnivores
to purchase the meat from
animals whose lives were
taken in respect and out of
thanks for the nourishment.
Alicia Hesse is a senior
media arts & design major.
Contact Alicia at hesseam@
dukes.jmu.edu.

Courtesy of Richard Finkelstein

“A Girl Named Vincent” showcases the life of poet and playwright Edna St. Vincent Millay and dives into social issues of bisexuality and gender identity. Highlighting a series of
Millay’s poems in musical form, the show ran from Wednesday to Sunday in the Studio Theatre and crossed over three eras of her life with a different actress for each.

Studio Theatre musical highlights poet’s life and sexuality with songs inspired by her work
By Sandy Jolles
The Breeze

“A Girl Named Vincent” is
poetry in motion. Literally.
The musical based on the
life and works of Edna St. Vincent Millay turns her words
into song.
The play, which ran from
Wednesday to Saturday in
the Studio Theatre, portrayed
each stage of the poet’s life.
Each song pulls from a poem
and illustrates the emotional turmoil she experienced
throughout.
Millay was an American poet
and playwright who received
national celebrity by the age
of 31. Drawing inspiration
from her time in both Maine
and Greenwich Village in New
York City, Millay writes of her
trail of lovers as she continues

her journey through her teens
and 20s.
“I loved how each song was
a piece of poetry, yet it was still
up to the audience’s interpretation,” said freshman theatre
and dance major Katie Arthur.
“I could relate to the characters a lot.”
One of the main themes the
play tackles is Millay’s bisexuality, and the conflicts that
arise with each of her lovers set at different moments in
her life.
“The poems were almost a
subtle representation of her
life,” freshman biology major
Justine McDonald said, “especially of an explanation of her
sexuality.”
Director Kate Arecchi was
inspired to put on this musical by an encounter with the
play’s musical creator, Carmel

Dean.
“We communicated, had
some feedback,” Arecchi said.
“I enjoyed the music so much,
I decided to bring it to the JMU
stage.”
Upon seeing the script,
Arecchi made a few subtle
changes to clarify the audience
and offer a new take on an to
obscure musical. Instead of the
linear format it originally had,
Arecchi established separate
characters to convey Millay at
different points in her life.
“When I first saw the script,
it was just this mass text with
only one character to convey Edna,” Arecchi said. “I
made three different actresses play Edna for the audience
to clearly see a both physical,
and metaphorically different
person.”
Maria Slye, a senior musical

“I enjoyed the music
so much, I decided
to bring it to the
JMU stage.”
Kate Arecchi
musical director

theatre major played the young
Edna, and depicted her flirting
with her bisexuality from 1904
to 1917.
Carly Amburn, a senior
musical theatre major, portrayed Millay’s life from 1917 to
1942 when she dealt head-on
with the effects of her lingering feelings for both sexes, all
while dealing with themes of
war and loss.
As Millay delves into her
bisexuality, her poetry invites

a compassion and justification
for her ever-changing sexuality. She likens her feelings to the
changing seasons, explaining
how her sexual identities constantly shift as well.
“You fall in love with the
soul,” Millay says in the play.
“The gender is only a byline.”
Senior musical theatre major
Meg Spenneberg, who plays
the musical’s principal narrator, concluded the musical with
a final thought.
“This book when I am dead
will be a faint perfume of me,”
she said.
The next performance in
Studio Theatre is “The Effect
of Gamma Rays on Man-inthe-Moon Marigolds” from
Nov. 8-12. Tickets are $6.
Contact Sandy Jolles at
jollessn@dukes.jmu.edu.

TV Preview

Fairy tales travel to television screens
Akron Beacon Journal

In their search for
inventive approaches to
drama, two networks have
followed similar paths.
At 8 p.m. Sunday, ABC
premiered “Once Upon a
Time,” a drama in which
characters from the fairytale world (including Snow
White and Prince Charming)
have been moved to modern
times and deprived of their
original identity. At 9 p.m.
Friday, NBC offers “Grimm,”
in which a homicide
detective learns that
creatures from the Brothers
Grimm stories are in fact real
— and it’s up to him to keep
them from disrupting the
modern world.
I suppose that these will
appeal to some viewers on a
very basic level. Considering
what the real world is like

these days, who wouldn’t
want to live in a fairy tale?
But these lives are, you
will excuse the expression,
grim. Indeed, “Grimm”
seemed deliberately gloomy
on first viewing, based more
on the nasty business of fairy
stories — the dark, wooded
paths and the deceptively
innocent-looking homes
deep in the forest.
“Once Upon a Time,”
on the other hand, mines
old stories for excess and
mystery. Both stem from
the characters’ lives in their
original fairy-tale world. In
that world, the Evil Queen
(Lana Parrilla) has placed
a curse on everyone to
prevent a happy ending.
For example, Snow White
(Ginnifer Goodwin) has
become Mary Margaret
Blanchard, a teacher who
is terribly lonely because

she hasn’t found her Prince
Charming (Josh Dallas). Like
most of the other characters,
she lives in the town of
Storybrooke, where the Evil
Queen is mayor.
But the mayor’s grip in
the town is threatened by
the arrival of Emma Swan
(Jennifer Morrison), a lost
soul who has been given
an idea of what’s going on
in Storybrooke — not least
because she may also be the
daughter of Snow White and
Prince Charming. Through
her character, “Once Upon a
Time” can blend in mystery
and soap opera, while also
flashing back to the fairy-tale
world to underscore what
the characters had and lost.
The best word I have
for “Once Upon a Time,”
which I like much more
than “Grimm,” is nutty.
But it’s unapologetically,

Courtesy of ABC

Ginnifer Goodwin stars in ABC’s “Once Upon a Time,” one of many
fairy tale-based TV shows and films planned for the next few years.

entertainingly nutty. While
some performers, including
Morrison and Goodwin, aim
for some naturalness in their
performances, Parrilla at her
Evil Queen-iest is delightfully

over the top. The storytelling
may not always make sense,
especially when you start
trying to sort out the show’s
timeline. But I found myself
grinning through the pilot.
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Down-Home Cooking

Madison
Munchies

Chicken, beef, seafood and more
Exit 264 off Interstate 81, New Market
555-1212, www.johnny.org

Coffeehouse and Cocktail Lounge

Featuring 20 types of cocktails!
47 West Court Square, Harrisonburg
555-1212, www.artfuldodger.org

Harrisonburg’s Best Ice Cream

New flavors every week
58 E. Wolfe St., Harrisonburg
555-1212, www.klinesdairybar.com

Reach our local, affluent
student and faculty readers
with our affordable
YOUR
advertising package.
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INFORMATION
28ad package:
$504 PER SEMESTER
Each ad is 1 inch by 3.264 inches wide.
Ad includes four lines of text (35
characters max on each line), plus your
These ads are designed to enhance your ROP ads by
giving you Top of Mind Awareness! Only $18 per issue!

Authentic Mexican Cuisine

Locations from New Market to Staunton
Tuesdays: All you can eat special.
555-1212, www.yummy.org

Pizza Straight from Italy

Great spot for families
123 Main Street, Harrisonburg
555-1212, www.pizza4me.org

You’ve Gotta Try Our Burgers
Harrisonburg Crossing; Winchester Mall;
Staunton Town Center
555-1212, www.fiveguys.org

Baja Bean Company
Burritos and more
123 Staunton Street, Staunton
555-1212, www.Baja.org

Celebrating 30 Years
Serving James Madison University Since 1922

540.568.6127
thebreezeads@gmail.com
Deal Expires Wed. 10/26/11
1645 Reservoir St., Suite 175
540-432-9727

Great sandwiches at a great price
321 Main Street, Lexington
555-1212, www.macados.org

Best Barbecue in Harrisonburg

Pork, beef and all the fixins.
56 E. Wolfe St., Harrisonburg
555-1212, www.bbq.org
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women’s soccer (3-1)

uphill

battle
matt schmachtenburg / the breeze

Dukes lose to No. 20 in the nation; must win next game to make the CAA playoffs
By Tony Schaffner
The Breeze

In a game played much closer than
the score indicates, JMU fell to the College of William & Mary Tribe 3-1 Friday
night.
The No. 20 Tribe extended their
winning streak to nine games and
improved to a perfect 9-0 in Colonial
Athletic Association play.
The loss puts the Dukes (8-7-3, 5-4-1
CAA) in a must-win situation, as they
go into their last two games to maintain
their playoff position. W&M entered the
game Friday night leading the CAA in
shots, points, goals and shutouts —
and their high powered offense didn’t
disappoint.
W&M scored first in the 11th minute
of the game when junior forward Erin
Liberatore shot from 9 yards out. Her
shot bounced off the left post and spin
in past redshirt freshman goalkeeper

Kate Courter.
“We had the momentum, then we
gave up a soft goal, and then after
that, it was almost like we couldn’t get
back into the game,” said senior Yolie
Anderson-Golhor.
Three minutes before halftime, after
a first half mostly played with a one goal
W&M lead, the Tribe scored again off
freshman forward Emory Camper’s
shot from 5 yards out that snuck inside
the left goal post.
In the 83rd minute, W&M struck
again and had a commanding three
goal lead when senior Diana Weigel
scored on a free kick that sailed into
the upper right corner of the goal from
26 yards out.
In the 87th minute of the game, the
Dukes finally put a point on the board,
but it was too little too late. The play
started with a corner from leading
scorer for the Dukes, Lauren Wilson,
and continued with redshirt junior

Kelly Germain’s header to the front of
the goal where redshirt junior forward
Dana O’Brien scored from close range.
Midfielder and team co-captain Germain was dissapointed with the result.
“I mean we fought hard, but that’s
not enough … I thought our game plan
was good, but we didn’t execute,” Germain said. “We let in three really soft
goals and that’s not going to get you a
win when you do that.”
But the loss doesn’t put the Dukes
out of playoff contention. If the Dukes
win the rest of their games, they can
hold onto their playoff position.
Forward Wilson said the Dukes have
a high-pressure week ahead of them.
“If we want to continue our season,
then we have to win,” Wilson said. “We
have to come together as team and play
with heart like we’ve shown in previous games.”
JMU head coach David Lombardo is
keeping his team focused and taking

Men’s Rugby (24-23)

Madison scrounges win

these last two games one game at a
time.
“We need two wins to qualify for the
conference tournament, so Old Dominion University is the next one up, and
if we can win that game, then we’re in
good shape for that last game of the
season,” Lombardo said. “You just try
to survive and advance.”
In last year’s match up with ODU, the
Dukes easily handled the Monarchs 5-1,
thanks to Wilson, senior forward Yolie
Anderson-Golhor and O’Brien, and the
graduated Teresa Rynier and Amalya
Clayton.
The Dukes beat ODU 3-2 on Sunday. Goal scorers for the Dukes
included Germain, Wilson and redshirt senior Jessica Barndt. The last
game for the Dukes is Oct. 28 at Virginia Commonwealth University.
Contact Tony Schaffner at
schaffaj@dukes.jmu.edu.

Women’s Lacrosse (15-16)

Scrimmage preps
team for spring

By Josh Klug
contributing writer

Eben Knowlton / the breeze

Inside center Michael DiGennaro fights for running room as a Longwood player attempts to make a tackle. On Saturday,
“Deej” injured his knee and was seen with crutches on the sideline later during the game.
By Carleigh Davis
The Breeze

Despite two injuries that could
limit the team next week, JMU men’s
rugby — winner of two straight
Virginia state championships —
overcame Longwood University
24-23.
Madison Rugby Club (2-1-1) started off strong with a kick by fly half
Chris Kunkel, but Longwood quickly
recovered by scoring a try. The game
was back and forth, with each team
combating the other with a try
Longwood is playing its first year
in Division II rugby after being in
Division III for years.
First-year head coach Mark Lambourne said the game wasn’t one
of the better ones the Dukes have
played, but he was glad the team got
its act together and pulled out the
win.

“We made some mistakes. We’re
a better team than what we showed
today,” Lambourne said. “But it’s a
victory, and we’ll take it.”
Although many of these mistakes weren’t crucial, the Dukes lost
momentum when Longwood scored
two tries in a row. Senior scrum half
Evan Goldsmith said with hard work
and practice for some of the new
members on the squad, finishing the
season on a positive note shouldn’t
be a problem.
“They were definitely a good opponent. We should’ve played a little
better,” Goldsmith said. “We have a
lot of new guys coming out, so it’s just
making sure everyone knows exactly what they need to do, where they
need to be.”
There were two injuries on Saturday that could effect the MRC as the
season continues. DiGennaro hurt

In an off-season game, the JMU
women’s lacrosse faced Pennsylvania
State University in an extremely close
scrimmage.
The Dukes fell Saturday afternoon
to five-time national championship
winner Penn State 15-16.
Though they lost, JMU played competitively and accomplished the goals
they had set for the game.
“This game was more for showing
the freshmen what it was all about,“
said senior midfielder Annie Brophy. “We wanted to focus on keeping
the intensity level up and getting the
groundballs, which we did, so despite
the score, we’re really proud.”
The Dukes capitalized on the
ground, scooping a total of 15 ground
balls. As for the intensity, it was hard
to ignore the barks and yells coming
from the bench, coupled with their fast
and aggressive play on the field.
In the beginning, the Dukes came

out strong, starting the game 2-0, but
that was their last lead as the Nittany
Lions proved to have a prolific offense
and kept the ball out of the goal with
stout defense.
For the rest of the game, the Dukes
trailed. They managed to come back
after scoring five goals in the last nine
minutes of play in the second half,
making the score 10-13. That secondhalf rally helped the team tie up the
game twice in the third period, but
ultimately the Dukes fell after a goal by
Penn State with 3:45 left in the game.
The Dukes used the three-quarter
scrimmage against a formidable opponent not so much to try to seal a big
win, but to test the strength and depth
of the team. In total, 24 players ended
up compiling some stats for the game,
and coach Shelley Klaes-Bawcombe
gave nearly everyone on the roster
playing time.
“In the fall, for our program, our
philosophy is to give people an
see Lacrosse, page A12

his knee and Hooker Daniel Grace
hurt his shoulder.
“We’ll have to see if our superstar
[Michael DiGennaro] is gonna be
back, but without that we’re gonna
have to keep a lot of forward ball
with the big boys, and we’re going to
have to change it up if he can’t make
it back for the game,” Kunkel said.
The team started working more
as a group after halftime and really
challenged Longwood with its strong
offense.
“This team has a lot of potential,”
Goldsmith said. “We’ve shown it in
games before. We’ve come back in
three or four games this year already.”
Playing a strong first half will be
essential in next week’s home matchup against Old Dominion University,
one of the team’s more athletic rivals.
see Rugby, page A12

Eben Knowlton / the breeze

Senior midfielder Ashley Kimener dashes away from four Pennsylvania State
University defenders. The Dukes finished last season ranked No. 10 in the nation.
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Lacrosse | Led by senior star
from A11

opportunity,” Klaes-Bawcombe said, “either to give
you an understanding to see
that maybe [the players] aren’t
ready, or maybe that they are
and they might come out and
surprise you. So for us, we play
the entire roster, and we think
that’s a big part of our development. ”
Among those players to step
it up against the Nittany Lions
was seasoned veteran Casey
Ancarrow. With four goals on
five shots, Ancarrow led the
offensive charges throughout
the game that consistently put
life back into the team.

“Especially since it’s fall
ball, I think we’re a lot further
in this off-season than we were
last year,” Ancarrow said. “We
only lost about five seniors
from last year, so we don’t have
that many holes to fill either.”
Last season, the Dukes finished No. 8 in the nation with
an impressive 15-4 record.
They fell in the first round
of the American Lacrosse
Championship by one goal to
Princeton University, ending a
promising season.
“They’re a great opponent,
they’re competitive, they’re
skilled,” Klaes-Bawcombe said
of the Lions.
“They’re going to expose

our weaknesses, and we have
plenty of time to work on them
and get ready for the regular
season.”
After the Georgetown tournament this coming weekend
against Lehigh University,
University of Maryland and
Georgetown University, JMU’s
next game will be Feb. 23.
These scrimmages are important for the team’s growth
and are preparation for a
tough non-conference schedule in the upcoming season.
Contact Josh Klug at
klugjn@dukes.jmu.edu.

Rugby | Gears up for ODU game
from A11

“They’re always a big, big
team with athletic backs, so we
just gotta make sure we match
them in the forwards,” Goldsmith said.
Though the team has a lot
to work on, both Goldsmith
and Kunkel agreed the feel of
the team is the most rewarding
aspect of the JMU squad.

“I think with a lot of new guys
coming in, you have to foster as
a team together,” Goldsmith
said. “The team is cohesive,
really working together — it
shows in times when you’re
down and you need to come
back.”
The Dukes will face ODU
on Saturday at 11 a.m. on
UREC’s upper turf. The team
will need to make some solid

adjustments to their play, but
Lambourne is convinced the
team has a bright a future
“We have a great group
of athletes; they’re really
working hard, and they’re trying hard to be better rugby
players,” Lambourne said.
Contact Carleigh
Davis at breezesports@
gmail.com.

Want to see your name on the Sports page? Write for us!
Email breezesports@gmail.com to get involved.

Submit Your

DARTS

Sapong is favorite
for MLS honors
C.J. Sapong is in the running
to win the Major League Soccer
Rookie of the Year Award. He
was a standout player on the
JMU men’s soccer team from
2007-2010.
Sapong, who was the 10th
overall pick in the first round
of the 2011 Major League Soccer SuperDraft last year, has
been playing for Sporting Kansas City since their first game of
the season.
He was the first player from
the JMU men’s soccer program
to be a first-round selection.
“It kind of shows that my
hard work is paying off and
people are taking notice and
that I’m making an impact. And
that’s all I want to do is provide
an impact and help the team,”
Sapong said. “Work for the
team and individual success
will come with it. To get that
award would be great, it would
make me feel like all the hard
work at soccer will have gotten
me somewhere.”
In his first game playing for
Sporting KC against Chivas
USA in March, he scored his
first professional goal within
two minutes.
Sporting KC played its final
regular season game against
D.C. United last Saturday and
won 1-0. Currently, they are at
the top of the Eastern Conference standings and fifth in the

Courtesy of MCT Campus

C.J. Sapong (left) of Sporting Kansas City and Robbie Russell
of Real Salt Lake attempt to head the ball. Sporting KC won the
match 2-0 on Aug. 3 at the Livestrong Sporting Park.

overall standings.
Over the course of the season, Sapong has scored five
goals and has had five assists.
He started in 23 games and
played in every regular season
game.
Kansas City is 5-0 in games
where Sapong scores. They‘ve
won 10 games in which Sapong
was the starting striker.

Sapong was named the
top contender for the award,
against players Perry Kitchen,
A.J. Soares, Michael Farfan and
Rich Balchan, according to Soccer America,
Sapong will play in the MLS
Cup playoffs on Oct. 26, which
will end Nov 20.
— staff report

PATS

to the opinion section at breezejmu.org

We Dig the Dukes!
Your ad
here!

This
Valley Inn Farm
ad space Pumpkin PatchFree hayrides, live
animals & more!
could be
yours!

October 2 -November 1

Weekday by appointment

4196 Pineville Road
Port Republic, VA
(540) 289-9091

valleyinnfarm.com

Classifieds
3 BDRM, 11/2 BATH TOWNHOUSE, near JMU, Aug.
2012, $975.00. University
Court.

TOWNHOUSE AVAILABLE
2012-13, 3-bedroom/2.5
bath, Quiet location, near
campus-downtown-shopping.
AC/W&D/Deck. $925/month.
1yr-lease begins 6/16/12. Privately owned/maintained/
managed by JMU Professional. 540-908-8923

FURNISHED NEW ONE
BDRM/BATH APT. 30 min.
from Harrisonburg $400/mo
plus electric/ref and deposit.
call 5402461314

HOUSE FOR 2012-2013.
4-5 bedrooms. 2 kitchens. 3
blocks from JMU campus,offstreet parking.$1600/month.
540-810-3631

SUB-LEASER NEEDED
FOR SPRING 2012 SEMESTER. 3person townhouse in
CopperBeech,2 cool clean
roommates with friendly dog.
vasquekn@dukes.jmu.edu for
more info/questions.

DEVON LANE TOWNHOME.
Available 2012-13. Three
Bedroom, 1.5 Bath. Well maintained property with private
yard. Walk to campus! 540435-7861, 540-435-7339

ONE BEDROOM LEFT IN
HUNTER’S RIDGE 4 bedroom townhouse. $250 rent
per month. Call 540-5782901 after 4 pm.
3BR, 2BA, 1673 SF home
in city. 1/2 acre lot adjoins
campus. John Bowman, Old
Dominion Realty, 271-2178
REDUCED - $174,900!
3BR, 2.5BA bungalow. Walk
to campus, nicely updated.
Leila Longcor, Old Dominion
Realty 246-5501
BRING ALL OFFERS!
$159,900 in city. 3BR, 2BA,
1687 SF. Leila Longcor, Old
Dominion Realty 246-5501
2.5 ACRES, MINUTES
FROM HARRISONBURG.
Great view, small pond, nice
trees, conventional septic.
$115,000 John Bowman, Old
Dominion Realty 271-2178
MASSANUTTEN FLEXIBLE YEARLY VACATION
week deeded title 2bedrooms 2baths reduced price
owner transferred great
for JMU student families
901-861-3759
1338 DEVON LANE TOWNHOUSE for rent. 3 Bed,
3.5 Bath. $400 per room,
furnished.

STUDENT-FRIENDLY, 4-5
bedroom house, leasing for
Aug. 2012-2013. 8 blocks/
JMU. Nice yard w/garden
plot & ample parking. $1600/
month. Call-540-810-3631
NEED PLACE FOR SPRING
SEMESTER? Room sublease available in North
38- amazing conditions!
Rates negotiable; email noble3sl@dukes.jmu.edu for
more information.
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT
in Copper Beech available
for the spring 2012 semester.
Contact oppermrs@dukes.
jmu.edu for more information.
2 BEDROOMS AVAILABLE
IN 4 bedroom Copper Beech
Townhome. January to the
end of July. Contact turneral@dukes.jmu.edu
SUB-LEASER NEEDED FOR
SPRING 2012 Copper Beech
place.2 cool clean and tidy
roommates with friendly dog.

2000 CRYSLER CONCORD.
Leather/sunroof In good condition. $900! Mostly Highway
miles. One owner! Contact
Charles@wmsh.org
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1993 KAWASAKI ZX-7
NINJA. In Good condition,
runs strong and it’s all Stock.
Garage kept w/cover. contact
charles@wmsh.org

STUDENTS WELCOME TO
“FREE” 1 time sample dance
class @ Dance & Company
(next to Dave’s Downtown)
www.dancenco.com

ATHENA CLEANING: one
time or on-going cleaning for
your apartment, home or office. Non-toxic products used.
879-2827. All calls returned.

HANDY-PERSON NEEDED FOR ODD JOBS. $10/
hour. Choose your schedule.
References required. CALL
540-810-3631.

TV FOR SALE. Hitachi 54
inch flat screen, very good
condition. $450 or best
offer. Contact Trinda at
540.810.4156

DESSERT THEATER MUSICAL REVUE to benefit The
Arc. November 17, 18, & 19.
7:30 PM, Lucy Simms Center,
Harrisonburg. 437-9214

PARK CLOSE to Campus:
PRO-Rated Cost Begins Oct
1st; Walking Distance; freshmenparking.com

FREE FLOOR SPACE WITH
TIMBERNEST BED LOFT All
parts/instructions included.
Used 1 yr.-paid $320-asking $250 Call or text:
540-282-9292

ROCKINGHAM TURF NOW
BOOKING our OCTOBER Aeration & Seed schedule. FREE
ESTIMATES available by calling 1(540)271-7992.

RESEARCH ASSISTANTS:$300+ MONTHLY
working 10 hours week. Work
from campus. We send/receive assignments via email
and pay via Direct Deposit.
Email resume and request
application: info@DecisionSupportService.com. Thank
you.

4 GMAT STUDY GUIDES
w i t h s i m u l a t i o n b o o kl e t a n d m a r k e r. M i n t
condition, $50. Retails for
>$100. 540-435-6284.
CORNHOLE BOARDS WITH
BAGS JMU colors made2 order $120 2x4ft tournament
size great for tailgating call
540-520-2424 will deliver

M E E T T H AT S P EC I A L
SOMEONE! Join Now For
Free and Get a Chance to Win
a Free HDTV www.MyCustomMatch.com/js413
ZUMBATHON TO BENEFIT BOYS & GIRLS CLUB.
December 10th, 6-8PM at
Funky’s Skate Center. Admission is $10 donation.
YOUNG ARTISTS MUSIC
STUDIO: classes for 1 Ω to 5 &
parent Tues pm and Wed am.
Youngartistsmusicstudio.
com, 433-1563, Julia
GIFTS-JMU CORNER &
MORE The Shoppes at Mauzy
Harrisonburg. 600A University Blvd.Mon-Sat 10-6 Most
Unique Shop in Town
VOTE FOR THE WISHING
WELL and you could win a
$75 gift certificate! Visit
“Love a Local Business” at
thewishingwell.biz

PERSONAL TRAINING.
Mike Martin, MS, CSCS. Train
like an athlete with high intensity training that gets
results. (540) 421-0360
OMARGE MEDIA IS A
WEDDING VIDEOGRAPHY
business which offers packages at competitive rates. To
learn more check out www.
omarge.com.
OP SHOP OPEN HOUSE &
Craft Sale. Friday & Saturday
December 2 & 3, 10-2:00, 620
Simms Avenue. 437-9214.
START HERE FOR CREATIVE COSTUMES - TRIED
& TRUE, 600 University Blvd.
Show ad for 25% off one
clothing item.
20% DISCOUNT FROM
WWW.CUFFSMART.COM for
JMU students on cuff links.
Enter promo code JMUALUMS in checkout page.
FREE
PREGNANCY
TESTING WITH NURSE
CONSULTATION. Harrisonburg Pregnancy Center
- harrisonburgpregnancy.org
540-434-0685

AVON - see what’s new! Or
become a representative
and earn! www.youravon.com/
csensabaugh
NEED A PHOTOGRAPHER?
Portraits, event photography,
and more. Contact Sarah at
sarahderrphoto@gmail.com.
XTREME 15 AIRBRUSH
THE HEALING TOUCH RE
LAX~Rejuvenate~Revitaliz
e~Massage, Facials, Makeup, Waxing, Spray Tanning
540.434.8892 1966 Evelyn
Byrd harrisonburgmassage.
com Specials Online
TANNING. JMU-Her Campus Voted Best Sunless
Tan in Harrisonburg~Best
Prices~Most Experience.
Airbrush Bodyart~~Airbrush
Tattoos~~Tanning Parties!
540-908-5258 Xtreme15.
com
ST U D E N TS, FACU LT Y,
STAFF: There’s a place for
you at Asbury United Methodist Church. Come join us!
www.asburyumc.cc
COMPUTER REPAIR AND
TROUBLESHOOTING. Virus
and spyware removal. Experience with Apple and Rosetta
Stone. 540-433-2392. justinloe@gmail.com

S&K SMALL ENGINESService of all outdoor power
equipment. You Break It, We
Fix It! Pick up/delivery available. 540-896-2167

NOW HIRING ALL SHIFTS.
Very flexible. Will work around
your school schedule. Apply
in person today.

SERVARE Online Backup Service. Business class remote
backup. JMU Special Half
Off First Year. 888.737.8922

!!!BARTENDER!!! $250/Day
Potential. No Experience Necessary. Training Available.
1-800-965-6520 EXT212

WORK PART-TIME and build
your own business! Train with
our local team. Call Nancy
at 540-746-3694 for more
information.
CAREGIVERS NEEDED to
supervise children’s groups
on campus, May 28-June
3, after 3:40 p.m. Minimum
wage. Call w/ references:
540-810-3631.
DANCE INSTRUCTOR POSITIONS for 2012-2013.
Experience/References required. Call-540-810-3631 or
433-7127
CLEANING PERSON NEEDED FOR MORNING office
cleaning 2X’s per week. $9/
hour. References required.
CALL-540-810-3631 before
noon.
PART TIME WORK Great
Pa y I m m e d i a t e F T/ P T
openings, no exp. nec, all
ages 17+,(434)244-0772 All
majors welcome. www.worknowctv.com
WE ARE HIRING NOW
HOSTESS and waitress apply
in person at Jalisco Authentic Mexican Restaurant in
Harrisonburg.

LIKE US ON
FACEBOOK

96362
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